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This invention relates to new and useful in

24, which structural arrangement is, of course,

tanks, and the principal object of the invention

However, in accordance with the invention, an
additional bearing 2S is provided adjacent the
upper end of the Overflow pipe 24, being Secured
thereto by a bracket 28, and Slidably accommo
dating the upper end portion of the rod 8, while
a diametrically enlarged cap 39 is provided at
the upper end of the rod, as will be clearly

provements in structural refinements in toilet

is to conserve water used for flushing, this being
achieved by the provision of what may be re
ferred to as a dual flushing System which permits
the usual amount of water to be used while

flushing solid material, but wherein a consider
ably smaller volume of water is used for flushing
liquids.
An important feature of the invention, there
fore, resides in the provision of a selective flush
ing control, while another feature lies in the

more-or-less of a conventional nature.
5

3

apparent.
A vertically disposed tubular element 32 has
the lower end portion thereof secured in the

bearing 26 So that in effect, the upper end por
tion of the rod 8 is slidable in the element 32

association of that control with only one flush
ing valve.
Some of the advantages of the invention lie in
its simplicity of construction, in the Water Sav

(See Figure 6), it being understood that the ee
ment 32 is stationary but has a tubular sleeve 34
Vertically slidable thereon, the lower end portion

of the sleeve 34 being provided with a pair of

ing factor as aforesaid, and in its adaptability

Spaced earS 36 affording bearings for a pivot
pin 38 On Which is mounted a catch member 40,
This catch member, in turn, includes a hook
shaped portion 42 which is releasably engageable
with an enlarged head 44 connected by a sleeve
A6 to a Suitable float i8, the head 44, the sleeve

to conventional toilet tanks without extensive
modification.

With the above more important objects and
features in view and Such other objectS and

features as may become apparent as this specifi
cation proceeds, the invention consists essentially

of the arrangement and construction of parts 25 46 and the float 48 constituting an integrally
mOVable unit which is slidable on the rod 8 be
as illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in

low the bearing 26. However, a stop in the form
of a collar 50 is secured by a set screw 52 to the
rod 8 at a point below the float 48, so as to re

Which:

Figure 1 is an elevational view of a toilet tank,
this being partially broken away so as to reveal
the invention therein;
Figure 2 is an enlarged elevational detail of
the invention per se;
Figure 3 is an end view, taken substantially
in the direction of the arrow 3 in Figure 2 and
illustrating the invention applied to a wall of
the tank;
Figure 4 is a top plan view of the subject

shown in Figures 2 and 3;
Figure 5 is a CrOSS Sectional detail, taken sub
stantially in the plane of the line 5-5 in Figure

Strict the extent of downward movement of the
float relative to the rod.

The flushing valve actuating means involve
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i; and
Figure 6 is a cross sectional detail, taken sub

stantially in the plane of the line 6-6 in Figure 4.
Like characters of reference are employed to

designate like parts in the Specification and
throughout the Several Views.

Referring now to the accompanying drawings
in detail, the general reference character to des

ignates a toilet tank having a bottom
pro
vided with an outlet pipe 2 which, in turn, is
equipped with a Seat 4 for a flushing valve

the provision of a pair of selectively and inde
pendently manipulable elements in the form of
cranks 54, 56, the latter of which is rigidly se
cured to What may be referred to as a hollow
Outer Shaft. 58 rotatably journaled in a screw
threaded bushing 60 secured by suitable nuts 62,
64 in an aperture provided in the front wall 66
of the tank E, while an inner shaft 68 is rotat
able in the outer shaft 58 and has the crank or

yer 54 secured thereto by a suitable set screw
.

.

An actuating arm 2 is secured at one end
is

thereof as at 4 to the outer shaft 58, while a sec

ond arm 6 is similarly secured as at 78 to the
inner Shaft 68, it being noted that the free end

portion of the arm T6 is provided with a laterally
projecting pin or stud 80 which engages the un
derSide of the aforementioned cap 30 on the rod
8.

On the other hand, the free end portion of the
ble element, such as for example, a chain e2, the
supported by a bracket 22 on the overflow pipe 55 remaining end of which is connected to the
member 6, this valve member being provided
with a vertical rod 8 slidable in a bearing 20

arm 2 has connected thereto one end of a flexi

2,582,977

aforementioned locking member 40, as is best
shown in Figure 3.
Having described the construction of the in
vention, the operation thereof will now be ex
plained.
Assuming that it is desired to flush Solid mat
ter, the actuating crank or lever 54 is simply de
pressed in the conventional manner, thus rais
ing the arm 76 and lifting, through the medium
of the pin S0 and cap 30, the rod 8 so as to un

5

seat the valve member 6. In this manner, the
entire contents of the tank will be discharged,

that is, the entire volume of water in the tank
will be discharged through the outlet 2 in a

latter, a pair of selectively and independently
manipulable actuating elements provided on said
tank, an arm provided on one of Said elements
and engageable with said cap for lifting Said
rod while said float is locked by said locking
member, and a second arm provided on the
second element and operatively connected to

conventional manner. After such a discharge is

effected, the valve member 6 will automatically
seat itself on the seat 14 by the influence of graV
ity, until such time as the tank is refilled and
again flushed.
However, when it is desired to flush liquid ma
terial, the actuating crank or lever 56 is de
pressed, thus raising the arm 72 and, through
the medium of the chain 82, disengaging the
locking member 40 from the head 64, after which

further upward movement of the arm 2 Will
slide the sleeve 34 upwardly, thus sliding the rod

4.

gageable with said seat and liftable therefrom,
and a vertically slidable rod Secured at its lower
end to said valve member, a bearing provided in
said tank to slidably receive an intermediate por
tion of said rod, and a dual flushing control com
prising a float slidable on said rod below Said bear
ing, a stop provided on the rod below Said float
and engageable by the latter for sliding the rod
downwardly and engaging said valve member With
said seat, a cap secured to the upper end of Said
rod, a sleeve slidably positioned on the rod be
tween said bearing and said cap, a locking mem
ber pivoted to said sleeve and engageable with
said float to prevent downward movement of the

25

8 therewith and unseating the valve member 6,
Thereupon, as the water is discharged from the
tank, the float unit 48 will slide downwardly on
the rod 8 until it comes in engagement with the
stop 52, at which point the weight of the float

said locking member whereby the latter may be
disengaged from said float and said rod lifted
through the medium of said sleeve and cap.
2. The device as defined in claim 1 wherein
said actuating elements comprise a pair of
cranks, inner and outer coaxial shafts mounted in
a wall of said tank and each having one of said
cranks and one of said arms secured thereto, and

a stationary rest provided in Said tank for said
arinS.
48 will slide the rod 8 downwardly and engage
3. In a toilet tank, the combination of a flush
the valve member 6 with the seat 4 even
ing valve including a Seat, a valve member en
though the entire volume of water in the tank 3 5 gageable with and liftable from said Seat, a
it has not been discharged. The volume of water vertically slidable rod secured at its lower end
discharged during this particular operation may
to said valve member, and a dual flushing control
be varied by simply adjusting the position of the
comprising a float slidable on said rod, a stop on
stop 50 on the rod 8, as will be clearly apparent. said rod below said float and engageable by the
Needless to say, when the tank 10 is being re latter for sliding the rod downwardly and en
filled with Water, the float 48 will rise until the 40 gaging said member with said seat, a cap at the
head 44 thereof is again lockably engaged with upper end of said rod, a sleeve slidable on Said
the member 40, in readiness for the subsequent rod and engageable with said cap for sliding said
rod upwardly therewith whereby to disengage
flushing operation.
Finally, it is to be noted that a stationary rest said valve member from said seat, means on said
for locking said float thereto, and a pair
in the form of an angle bracket 88 may be se- i. sleeve
selectively and independently manipulable
cured to the inner surface of the tank wall 66 of
by the nut 64, this bracket being engageable actuating elements provided on said tank, one of
said for
elements
being operatively connected to said
with the lower edges of the arms 72, 76 for sup cap
lifting said rod and the other element
porting the same in a proper inoperative posi

being operatively connected to said locking

tion.

It is believed that the advantages and use of

the invention will be clearly apparent from the
foregoing disclosure and accordingly, further de
scription thereof at this point is deemed unnec

eSSary.
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Having described the invention, what is claimed
as new is:

means whereby said float may be released from
said sleeve and said rod lifted through the
medium of the sleeve and said cap.
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